
 
 

Edoardo Ponti To Direct ‘Elizabeth Street’ Series 
Adaptation In Works At Sony Pictures TV’s TriStar 
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EXCLUSIVE:  Sony Pictures 
Television’s TriStar is adapting 
Laurie Fabiano’s bestselling 2010 
historical novel Elizabeth Street 
for television, with Edoardo Ponti 
(The Life Ahead) attached to 
direct and executive produce. 
Tyler Hisel (Treadstone, Wayward 
Pines) has written a pilot for the 
project, based on Fabiano’s own 
great-grandmother’s epic 
struggles.  
 
Elizabeth Street is set in New 
York’s Little Italy at the dawn of 

the 20th century. It follows Giovanna Pontillo, an Italian immigrant reeling in the wake of personal tragedy. 
Arriving in America, her survival and success on the streets of Old New York soon draws the unwanted 
attention of the notorious Black Hand, the earliest form of the Italian-American Mafia. As the stakes grow 
higher, Giovanna desperately fights to save what is important above all else – family. 
 
“Elizabeth Street brings together everything that inspires me: the journey of a strong female protagonist 
who faces insurmountable odds to bring justice to her family, the incredible destiny of immigrants in 
America, and the opportunity to tell an unforgettable story of love, courage and resilience, all themes 
which could not be more timely or relevant today,” said Ponti. “I feel lucky and grateful to have been given 
this chance and to be working with such a talented team.” 
 
Ponti will executive produce with Hisel and Diane Nabatoff (Take the Lead, Narc) via her Tiara Blu Films. 
Fabiano will serve as consulting producer. Published by Lake Union Publishing, Elizabeth Street landed 
on Oprah’s 2010 Summer Reading List. It has been published in English, Italian, German and Turkish. 
 
“It took me twenty years to extract the story from my grandmother about her kidnapping at the age of four 
by “The Black Hand” and another ten to write it,” said Fabiano. “I became obsessed with the story 
especially after learning the heroine was my great-grandmother, Giovanna. She was extraordinary, and 
like so many immigrant women, her life could have been overlooked by history.” 
 
Ponti  recently directed and co-wrote Netflix’s The Life Ahead starring his mother, screen icon Sophia 
Loren. The film received critical recognition for the duo as well as for the film’s Oscar-nominated song, “Io 
sì (Seen).” Ponti also directed the short Human Voice, based on Jean Cocteau’s one woman play, also 
starring Loren. He’s repped by UTA and Felker Toczek Gellman Suddleson. 
 
Hisel is currently writing The Fixer for Paramount Pictures, the story of the CIA and Mafia’s attempt to 
assassinate Fidel Castro in the early 1960s, with Ron Howard directing and Bradley Cooper producing. 
He’s also writing Paramount’s The Corporation screenplay, starring Benicio Del Toro with Leonard 



DiCaprio producing. His TV writing credits include USA’s Treadstone and Fox’s Wayward Pines. He’s 
repped by ICM Partners, Insignia Entertainment and Robert Szymanski at Eclipse Law. 
 
Nabatoff and her Tiara Blu Films producing credits include films Take the Lead and Narc. She’s repped 
by Ken Hertz and Cari Davine at Hertz Lichtenstein & Young. 


